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● Co-Facilitators: 

○ Informal note doesn’t represent all ideas, tool not an attempt to prejudge views,             
but to reflect them in neutral way 

○ Reflected in all 3 subitems 
○ Listed general issues, views, objectives, capacities of developing countries 
○ Understanding of account objective principles 
○ how to draw from existing apps under conv and kyoto 
○ channel for info timing & revision 
○ didn't include substantive elements in order to not prejudge 
○ no matter how we structed substantive elements, some parties would feel bad 
○ inc. clusters of ideas in app 1 for info and 2 for accounting 
○ 3 clusters have been identified 
○ cluster 1 based on nonpaper inc addtl views  
○ cluster 2 inc views of mitigation issues with sp reqs apply to all targets, and type                

of cty w/o differentiation 
○ cluster 3 inc views it WITH differentiation 
○ whats next? 
○ "any comments?” 
○ *Silence* 
○ "do i take it that you all love this?" 

● China/LMDC 
○ Don’t just want to throw a bunch of documents up to somewhere else 
○ Time isn’t on our side, have to make some progress, life is not easy 
○ Why have you guys adopted such a silly agreement that will humiliate you?             

(rhetorical question that China thinks will be asked of them) Because time isn’t             
easy for us. 

○ If we didn't we'd be labeled as blockers, so we have no choice but to agree on                 
something in the spirit of compromise and constructiveness although we feel           
upset we’d like to make some comments 

○ Excellent job capturing all parties’ redlines and views, which is difficult to do and              
we appreciate it 

○ Several comments on your tool: 
○ In yesterday’s stocktaking meeting the colleagues agree that the 3 layer of tools             

prop by Co-Facilitators: subheadings/options/elements, narratives/bulletpoints,     
placeholder to ID some cross-reference 



○ Document heading, subheading, some bullets points, some elements, marvelous         
job 

○ However still some areas that are quite unmanageable and unreadable such as the             
options, there's no clear option under this, some issues here 

○ For example regarding objective of accounting, from my understanding the          
specific elements under the objectives, they can be attributed to different options,            
some of them probably could reflect parties' consensus 

○ Article 4.8 of Paris Agreement is ok, but some of them cannot be attributed to the                
same options, they deserve further work to identify key options to give the flesh              
more bones 

○ Options such as "no revision" not captured in preliminary tool 
○ Structure of paper won't prejudge final outcome, however the main text +            

appendix will give us an impression that there will be 1 decision on features, and               
a narrative about the features, and info accounting and specific elements of the             
guidances will be refl in 2 appendices, so we should move elements from             
appendices to their place in main text, move appendix 1 to ____ move appendix 2               
to section G.  

○ Lots of redundancies/overlaps in text, makes it overly long, 45 pages.  
○ In clusters 1.1 and 1.2 there are lots of issues that are exactly the same 
○ Cluster 1.1 first section, first ten bullet points are duplicated in clusters 1.2 and              

1.3 
○ Took lunchtime to compare them word by word, comma by comma, sentence by             

sentence, used Microsoft word to compare and they are exactly the same 
○ For purpose of easy reading, in the next stage there could be deletion of this               

duplicative language, but can just keep any minor differences 
○ Some kinds of mechanics checking, use similar approach to find duplication and            

redundancy 
○ Emerging understanding that at beginning there should be caveat about features, 2            

approaches to substantiate fund. elements 
○ Approach 1: mitigation with common elements 
○ Approach 2: common elements with differentiation, 
○ Acknowledge reality and put in the caveat part, but this won't prejudge final             

structure 
○ This phrase is not exactly what you announced several min ago, so you should be               

consistent (direct at Co-Facilitators) 
● Marshall Islands / AOSIS 

○ Grateful for Co-Facilitators doing work so we didn't have to 
○ Guidance needs to be useful and fit a purpose (our guiding principle) 



○ Comprehensive synthesis in capturing views, would have been happy going          
forward with that nonpaper 

○ But some parties felt their views wouldn't be fully reflected 
○ Results in intermediate products that we don't like so much  
○ More here that we don't like 
○ Substance of nonpaper is still there and intact which is essential for us to go               

forward 
○ Our opposition is still there 
○ Agree with china about redundancies 
○ We think it's gotten worse but can move forward with it if group wants to 
○ Co-Facilitators Have given us reassurances about its status or lack of status 
○ Has as little status as a paper in this process can have 
○ Moving towards some kind of outcome in end 
○ Blank sheet of paper that we need to fill out 
○ From our perspective, we would have been happy to proceed with original            

product, but we can go forward 
● Australia: 

○ Had a pizza and called family last night 
○ Preliminary tool to capture our action and views, I'm gonna engage on that basis 
○ Can you clarify if headings are supposed to indicate guidances? or just clusters of              

ideas? 
○ We understand it's not necessarily guidance 
○ On procedural issues we see guidance and that’s ok with us 
○ But on substantive issues were pleased to see that's been addressed in some way 
○ We have strong views on how it's organized 
○ Cluster 1.1 is relevant elements from nonpaper which we don't agree with 
○ But we understand it's just a factual summation 
○ We see clusters 1.3 and 3.3 as being very similar to the submission from 1               

specific group of parties 
○ Clusters 1.1 and 2.1 summarize stuff, that's fine 
○ But 1.3 and 3.3 have 1 group’s stuff replicated in full 
○ We have not had conversation on substantive issues in full and we haven't had the               

opportunity to express our views, this thing doesn't fairly represent our views 
○ We don't see our views reflected in that same manner 
○ As a tool this has been helpful, we continue to voice confidence in Co-Facilitators 
○ We think there are issues in the appendices, but we don't think our views are               

reflected there. 
○ We'd like that opportunity in future, but we don't see this format continuing on              

because it's unfair 



● Co-Facilitators 
○ It's really up to parties to decide how they would want to treat it, it's what you                 

make of it and were not prejudicing it. 
● Papua New Guinea 

○ We had a procedural question:  
○ You wanted preliminary reactions to the document,  
○ General reaction to document, or would you prefer if reaction included further 1             

step forward with the additional exercise of adding or suggesting how to construct             
the document moving forward? 

○ Agree with Australia our views not properly reflceted 
○ Haven't decided on proper structure to sit down and deal with issues of accounting 
○ In information section you include exercise that captured initial reactions from           

parties that may not necessarily qualify as information 
○ As we move forward we may be obligated to point out bullets that we don't think                

qualify as information 
● New Zealand 

○ Address couple issues in gen section 
○ Page 8 around principles we don't accept that heading, could move content            

elsewhere 
○ Page 9 accounting open to keep having discussion but we think it's unnecessary 
○ Paragraph 32 unnecessary 

● Saudi Arabia 
○ Document difficult to navigate 
○ Redundancies should be shortened 
○ Agree with Marshall Islands / AOSIS, it's gotten cleverly worse 
○ We commend the clever approach which captures major views made in discussion 
○ On behalf of Arab group: 
○ Views of group have not been fully captured in paper 
○ Proposal to include cluster 1.4, which may not be same size as current clusters, 
○ This cluster tries to be direct approach but include key measures 
○ Cluster 1.4 would include objective section, then go into information addresses           

info under various themes: mitigation, adaption, mitigation comp. of NDCs,          
references PA on what developed countries should do, references paragraph 27 

○ Also developed country parties on what they may do  
○ Action and information 
○ Developing countries bullet points 
○ Placeholder bullet point 
○ Document has been submitted to Secretariat. and Co-Facilitators 
○ Also goes thru finance, tech development, capacity building 



○ 3rd part on accounting, also option of no text there 
○ Captures group’s views, tries to be very direct, 
○ Maybe this will facilitate deliberation trying to streamline this document 

● Brazil: 
○ Fairly comprehensive work that captures everyone's views into clusters and helps           

us move on, but could be shortened for usefulness in next sessions, 
○ If we're lazy we could just raise this to APA contact group saying it reflects               

everyone’s views 
○ Difficult doc to work on but could formally serve as basis for future discussions 
○ Headings might be a bit too "overworked"  
○ Make those as broad as possible 
○ Referencing headings in bold caps lock 
○ Some things we didn't quite grasp: 
○ Section G of cluster 1.2 we don't see why it's not also reflected in cluster 1.1, this                 

could be moved up a bit too 
○ Try to simplify these cluster s to move fwd 
○ Move from broader guidance to more specific elements at this point we say a lot               

of detail being put upfront in terms of guidance which might make our lives more               
difficult 

● USA 
○ Unworkable document due to duplication and length 
○ We know you're trying to find delicate balance that reflects all views 
○ Look at other rooms to see how issue of not prejudicing to  
○ Ok with document existing, but should not be used as basis of going forward 
○ Do you have plan to bring things together to make it workable? 

● Colombia; 
○ Could see that some of us wouldn't be completely happy with this paper but we               

knew this would happen, 
○ Still lots of work to do before presenting this to our ministers for approval,              

because we want a good outcome 
○ Colombia on behalf of AILAC 
○ Agree with China on clusters 1.1 1.2 1.3 
○ Accounting is very important and should also be considered under this work 
○ Semantics on accounting ended, we need to work on that 
○ Heard parties mention that they also have some work to do on adaptation and              

means of implementation 
○ Max we could accept is a placeholder for this? 

● China/LMDC 
○ English isn't my mother tongue, I expressed wrong view 



○ We don't want to put this on any clusters, 
○ We are not buying this idea 
○ Sorry to cause this misunderstanding 
○ 1 group’s views treated in special manner you said? We think all parties views are               

captured in very special manner 
○ Overlap in clusters 1.1 and 1.2 
○ These clusters are from Co-Facilitators not parties 
○ Some parties views replicated twice in paper, some parties views according to            

Saudi Arabia, aren't reflected in paper 
○ All parties views are now treated in equally special manner 
○ Next step, we need some kind of streamlining, shorten text while maintaining            

balance of views from all parties 
○ We respect other parties’ views and hope they respect ours 
○ Important that to maintain momentum of work here 
○ Take omitted views on board for next step along with eliminating redundancies 
○ Substantive elements based on specifics of paper 
○ In next year find some landing zones and compromises  
○ Based on this material fully identify specific structure of outcome 
○ That could be the way for the next step, just some preliminary suggestions 
○ Spirit right now is to protect everyone's views expressed, that's a very            

fundamental and essential way to make further progress 
○ Discussion from accounting not quite workable because now we need to have            

holistic understanding of the text, and then after that we can discuss it in the               
future 

● Chile 
○ Regarding the African group proposal: we agree with that 
○ Agree with intervention by Colombia earlier today 
○ Proposal on features: no-text option in document not best option, because those            

features are mentioned in decision text already, but there's no agreement 
○ 3rd options: note that NDC features are sufficiently outlined while agreeing not to             

continue work under subitem 
○ Heard from many parties this is matter of high importance 
○ On behalf of LMDC 
○ This document challenging considering previous progress 
○ Redundancies, shorten it so we could benefit from that, but time not on our side,               

need to make progress right now. 
● EU 

○ Agree with Chile, need additional option not captured here, would be in section             
1.a 



○ would say that features of NDCS are contained in article 4, important because it’s              
an alternate to the option of listing features, which is unnecessary 

○ Accounting principles section misleading 
○ In summary, with a few exceptions I mentioned, the views of all parties appear to               

be mentioned, this is a sensitive issue to capture it all, and the structure of those                
views is important, should not duplicate them. 

○ Need more time to read it 
● Zimbabwe 

○ On behalf of African group 
○ Would have liked to have a more streamlined document 
○ However, the manner in which some views were captured, or some aspects in the              

document aren't commonly understood by ourselves or other parties 
○ Need more engagement with African group for more coordination 
○ We view that if there's room to move elements across different clusters within the              

document, to allow a structure that would be balanced and more favorable to             
parties, we are willing to engage, hoping you're still open to further views in              
future to improve the document and streamlining it as well 

○ Also need to reflect on whole comprehensiveness of the document 
○ In this regard, we request more time for coordination 
○ Following proposal by Chile, we will consider that and further engage Chile on             

that 
● Switzerland 

○ You may not have been able to respect all conditions 
○ We believe this isn't a basis for an informal note, because it can be seen as tool to                  

bring us closer to an informal note 
○ Still many questions on this document 
○ Need more time to fully look at it 
○ Interested to continue discussion 
○ Important to hear what others are thinking before moving forward 
○ Why no appendix for features? Option was on the table before, and people were              

for that, so that view was reflected here 
○ Indicated accounting would need further reflection 
○ Some views need to get in here still  
○ All groups should be treated equally 
○ Not acceptable for outcome document to give more visibility to 1 group as 1              

cluster, while other views are submerged 
○ This is only a tool to develop an informal note, which is tool to develop guidance 
○ Still have steps to do before informal note 
○ Continue tomorrow discussion of document then decide on next step 



● Canada: 
○ We have admiration to Co-Facilitators in requesting them to do this, anyone            

would have difficulty with it 
○ At least 1 party say this needs amendment before it’s useful 
○ 1 said it needs to be modified 
○ 1 said it’s too long 
○ 1 said it needs a reset, should not be used as basis moving forward 
○ We agree with many of these criticisms, so won't add nuance here 
○ Not sure of use for consulting on something that others already say is             

unacceptable 
○ Use document just as tool to consult amongst themselves 
○ Heard fewer objections about that other document so maybe that's an alternative            

option 
● Saudi Arabia 

○ Wanted to respect to colleagues points of views 
○ Co-Facilitators should issue new tool on basis of this document so we can move              

forward in negotiation mode to have a good outcome 
● Marshall Islands 

○ We think it's messy but captures all views 
○ Needs further work, but when will that be done? 
○ We came in here on the basis of working on the nonpaper & moving forward               

from that 
○ We've barely had time to read what you’ve produced this round  
○ Difficult situation for us 

● Brazil 
○ We’re running out of time for this session 
○ Asking for clarity on way forward right now 
○ How much time do we have left total in the COP to work on this? 
○ Also need time to digest this 
○ We’re comfortable also with proposals to the floor 
○ Wouldn't like to leave COP23 without anything 
○ Important for us to have understanding of it 
○ If in the future we lose the document we could come back to this version 

● Russia 
○ Mandate to summarize views, aware of your challenges in documenting very           

diverse views/ideas 
○ Some parts that we completely disagree with, and some parts that we can work              

and deliberate on 



○ Express our concerns on issues of increasing length of document, it's already            
overloaded. should be reduced 

○ How could we merge clusters rather than additional clusters, not productive to            
lengthen document 

○ Agrees with views that we need to think about further steps right now 
○ Leave problematic parts for future, that’s an option 

● Mexico 
○ Requesting more time for understanding nuances of text 
○ This is tool for inf note 
○ Just consider this as a tool 

● India 
○ Attempt to consolidate technical aspects 
○ Request to be careful on that account 

● China/LMDC 
○ Supports India and Saudi Arabia’s ideas 
○ Only flesh not enough bones 
○ We have been in these steps, I don’t know how to go back to the technical aspects                 

in nonpaper 
○ This tool captured most parties’ views except 1 group’s views, we should add             

their views on board, then use this document in our mind and our heart 
○ Avoid dilemma such as no-text in this session 
○ Emerging understanding around table that we need some further work 
○ Key to lose weight is reduce flesh not bones 
○ Clusters = bones 
○ Need to reduce flesh 
○ Don't need to merge clusters (reduce bones) 
○ We cannot accept any idea to reduce bones 

● Switzerland 
○ Need to lose fat to lose weight, don't want skeleton except on halloween 
○ So only bones not positive way forward 
○ Need more interaction between each other 

● Saudi Arabia 
○ Get rid of what's unimportant and redundant 
○ Appetite to engage on the bones 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ You've given us a lot to chew over 
○ *Laughter* 
○ Give us 2 minutes to compose ourselves 
○ I hope you don't have dinner plans here. Seriously 



○ Need to remove redundancies for streamlining 
○ Fundamental questions: we don't want to take sides, but clear divergence, do we             

want clusters or not? Can't balance things miraculously unless clear guidance           
from all parties 

● Colombia 
○ Didn't hear anyone say no clusters? We can work thru this 
○ The flesh is here 
○ Just shorten text with work that we have to do amongst ourselves 

● China/LMDC 
○ Of course we need these clusters, but reduce redundancies across different           

clusters, that is fundamental to shortening text, make it more readable 
○ Can't accept any removal of clusters 1.3, 2.3, otherwise we prefer no-text option,             

that's our super super red line, clear signal/message from our group 
○ Agree with Switzerland that should lose the fat not bones, sorry I used the word               

flesh. 
○ Lose weight, keep fit, not cut flesh, keep bones in body 

● Saudi Arabia 
○ Flesh and fat are same word in arabic 
○ Maybe appetite to engage on clusters 
○ Take onboard today's constructive input today and i'm coming days 

● Brazil/Uruguay 
○ Don't want to stay longer on Friday night 
○ Maybe we could just remove redundancies within clusters, to avoid parties losing            

their views being repd 
○ If we engage on this now, we won't make it any better 
○ We might not need to further use this room tonight 

● Marshall Islands/AOSIS 
○ Came prepared to engage in long paper 
○ Consolidation exercise would be very difficult for us to agree to, because we             

came with basis of working on nonpaper 
○ We can't lose the substance of what was in nonpaper that reflects our view, others               

can put theres in too, but we don't want our view to change between clusters 
● Switzerland 

○ Always sad to leave evening session on a negative note 
○ Disagree with what Marshall Islands just said, thats not way to go forward 
○ Propose going back to look and come back tomorrow 

● EU 
○ Negotiating structure/clusters at this stage would be prejudging 
○ It’s our priority to discuss substance 



○ Contents of nonpaper referred to as flesh/fat/muscle 
● New Zealand 

○ This talk is getting grisly, perhaps another metaphor? I'm not going to try 
○ Lets try to end on a good note 
○ Think we can engage on some of the clusters, 
○ Notwithstanding specific content of those clusters, it could be a basis of working             

together to move forward 
○ Let's go home and sleep on it, and read it perhaps 
○ Understand there are some clusters we can engage with constructively but we            

Don't agree on what those are 
○ Appreciate calls to consolidate within clusters, not across clusters 
○ Without prejudice to anybodys views on accepting all or some clusters, let’s just             

work within clusters 
● China 

○ Want to reduce redundancies both within AND across clusters 
○ But accept most want to work within to redux redundancies 
○ Mumbo jumbo hodgepodge 
○ Need some time to focus on and digest this document 
○ Clusters 1.3, 2.3 are very fundamental if there was no such cluster in any paper               

we will reject by turbulence even if were labeled as blocker, because as LMDC              
we are speaking as half of the world's population 

● USA 
○ Agree with Switzerland, current form of cluster not working 
○ Ok with it existing, but can't work on it as is 
○ Thought we'd be working on methodological guidance 
○ Agree with AOSIS 

● India 
○ Agree with New Zealand, need to reduce redundancies within clusters 
○ Suggest we must try and maintain sense of proportionality when reducing           

structure 
○ Certain parties’ views already very concise in cluster, other views are overly            

elaborate, which is biased 
○ In the spirit of cooperation, we should look at this to make our next meeting more                

meaningful, and a more balanced paper 
○ Agree with Switzerland, sleep on this issue, come back tomorrow with fresher            

mind 
● Co-Facilitators 

○ No objection to sleeping on it, maybe that's good advice 
○ No objection to idea of clusters, but need further collaboration on that 



○ Don't sleep too much tonight, spend time having good meal with each other             
across groups 

● Saudi Arabia 
○ Is our proposal being considered? Would like sense of moving forward to next             

meeting 
● EU 

○ Clarification on amount of time remaining and times of next meetings? 
● China 

○ Echo point from Saudi Arabia on behalf of Arab Nations 
○ Follow guidance to sleep and do mind yoga 
○ Can't engage on the basis of clusters 1 and 2, but can consider to leave them on                 

the paper for spirit of constructiveness 
● USA 

○ A few have actually said that they don't want clusters 
○ We’re not ready to work on it yet, but happy it exists 

● New Zealand 
○ Speculation that some parties wouldn't be willing, wouldn't be willing to engage            

on .3 clusters or .2 clusters, so maybe engage on .1 clusters first? Whoever doesn't               
want to doesn't have to without taking other clusters off table, would parties be              
comfortable with that? 

● China 
○ Want further work on text to capture parties’ views 
○ Reluctant for LMDC to accept further engagement on 1.1, and 2.1. 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ We’re hungry and sleepy obviously 
○ But room available for parties to talk tonight from 7-12 

● China 
○ We’re not able to participate on mind yoga 
○ Want to keep clusters 1.3. 2.3. 

● New Zealand 
○ Not quite sure how China's approach gets us towards an outcome 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ Interrupts: should not go into that debate now 
○ We won't be in optional discussion room, it’s not an official thing 

● Saudi Arabia 
○ We can't make it 
○ Parties are concerned they need time, 

● Marshall Islands 
○ Might be available 



○ Whatever happens in that room, parties should concentrate on their own clusters            
and not seek to remove others clusters 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ I agree with that 

● Colombia 
○ How much total time left in COP23? 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ Tomorrow at 6pm next slot 
○ Meeting adjourned 


